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Abstract 

 

Study on plasmonic nanoparticle array 

fabrication for optical hydrogen 

sensing 
 

Taeryong Kim 

Department of Materials and Science and Engineering 

College of Engineering  

Seoul National University 

 

The need for carbon neutrality is growing in the face of the global crisis 

of climate change. Hydrogen is in the spotlight as a resource for realizing 

carbon neutrality. In addition, hydrogen has a high energy density, making it 

valuable as an energy resource. However, because hydrogen has a wide 

flammable range, low ignition energy and high flame speed, hydrogen 

leakage can lead to large-scale explosions. Therefore, it is essential to have a 

sensor that can quickly detect hydrogen leaks for commercialization of 

hydrogen. 

 

Palladium is the most popular hydrogen sensing material due to its 

sensitivity and selectivity to hydrogen. However, palladium has 
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disadvantages in that the hydrogen measurement range is limited due to 

hysteresis, and mechanical stability is lowered due to embrittlement effect 

when the hydrogen content of palladium is increased. Various studies have 

been conducted to solve these shortcomings, and alloying with other metals is 

one of them. 

 

Among the hydrogen measurement methods using palladium, two 

representative methods are an electrical measurement method and an optical 

measurement method. The electrical measurement method has the advantage 

of being easy to manufacture as a general measurement method but has 

disadvantages such as the effect of electromagnetic interference (EMI) and 

the potential for explosion due to sparks. On the other hand, the optical 

measurement method has advantages in that it is not affected by 

electromagnetic interference (EMI), there is no possibility of explosion in the 

measurement method. In addition, since it can operate as a sensor in a very 

small area, it is possible to make a sensor with a very small size. 

 

The hydrogen sensor using localized surface plasmon resonance is a high-

performance hydrogen sensor that has been in the spotlight for its high 

sensitivity and fast response time among optical hydrogen sensors. Using 

localized surface plasmon resonance requires fabricating nanoparticle arrays. 

Electron beam lithography and nanosphere lithography are used as methods 

for fabricating the array of nanoparticles. Electron beam lithography is a 
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manufacturing method that is difficult to apply due to high process cost and 

high process difficulty. Nanosphere lithography has been most used due to its 

low process cost and easy fabrication, but it has poor reproducibility and has 

limitations in producing patterned nanoparticle arrays.  

 

In this study, a method of efficiently fabricating a nanoparticle array for a 

hydrogen sensor based on local surface plasmon resonance and the optical 

and hydrogen measurement characteristics of the nanoparticle array were 

studied. First, a method for fabricating nanoparticles with a hexagonal 

structure using nanoimprint lithography was demonstrated. It was shown that 

an array of 160 nm diameter nanoparticles with a 200 nm pitch hexagonal 

structure was effectively fabricated through an optimized process. To identify 

the palladium-gold composition suitable for a localized surface plasmon 

resonance-based hydrogen sensor using nanoimprint lithography, palladium-

gold nanoparticle arrays of various compositions were fabricated, and their 

crystallographic properties and surface composition were analyzed. In the 

alloying process by heat treatment, it was observed that the surface 

composition of the palladium-gold nanoparticles was changed according to 

the heat treatment temperature, and it was found that the heat treatment 

temperature at 600 °C was the optimal annealing temperature. 

 

However, nanoimprint lithography has two disadvantages: the need to 

change the nanoimprint mold to change the diameter or pattern of 
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nanoparticles, and the difficulty and cost of the manufacturing mold are 

greatly increased to produce nanoparticle arrys with the diameter of 100 nm 

or less. To overcome these disadvantages, nanotip indentation lithography 

has been proposed to fabricate nanoparticle arrays. Nanoparticle fabrication 

through nanotip indentation lithography has been used very limitedly, such as 

nanoparticle fabrication for SERS. However, since this study shows that 

nanoparticle arrays can be formed over a wide area with a width of 60 μm 

and a length of 60 μm, its application is expected to be diversified. In this 

study, three factors influencing the nano-particle diameter in the nano-tip 

indentation lithography process were investigated in detail. Considering these 

factors, it was shown that the diameter of nanoparticles was efficiently 

controlled from 56 nm to 132 nm by controlling the particles at intervals of 

several nanometers. In addition, the optimized process conditions for each 

particle size are included in the dissertation.  

 

Finally, the optical properties and hydrogen measurement performance of 

palladium-gold nanoparticle arrays fabricated through nanoimprint 

lithography and nanotip indentation lithography were investigated. The shift 

of the local surface plasmon resonance peak of the palladium-gold 

nanoparticle array under various conditions was measured and the cause was 

explained. The hydrogen measurement characteristics of various palladium-

gold compositions were analyzed, and the Pd7Au3 composition was 

confirmed to be the most suitable composition, and the cause of the 
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improvement of the hydrogen measurement characteristics when alloyed at 

600°C was analyzed and described. 

 

Through this study, it is expected that the nanoparticle manufacturing 

method using nanotip indentation lithography will be used in various fields. 

And also, it is expected that a better hydrogen sensor than the current 

hydrogen sensor will be developed through a method of improving the 

hydrogen measurement characteristics by controlling the surface composition 

of nanoparticles. 
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Chapter 1. Plasmonic hydrogen sensor: 

Principle and major material 

 

 

1.1. Introduction 

In the face of the global crisis of climate change, the international 

community is focusing on carbon neutrality. Hydrogen is a resource that is 

attracting attention as an alternative to fossil fuels to reduce carbon emissions 

[1]. As an energy storage medium, hydrogen can be used to store energy by 

using surplus energy such as solar, wind, thermal, and nuclear power. 

Hydrogen can be produced by electrolysis of water using surplus electrical 

energy [2.3]. The produced hydrogen is stored, transported, distributed and 

used again as an energy source [4,5]. Currently, hydrogen is used the most as 

a raw material, but it is expected to gradually increase for hydrogen vehicles 

and hydrogen power generation [6]. 

As an energy resource, hydrogen has excellent properties. The energy 

density of hydrogen is 142 kJ/g, which is 3 times that of gasoline and 2.6 

times that of LNG [7].  However, hydrogen has a very wide flammability 

range of 4 to 75%, a very small minimum ignition energy of 0.02 mJ, and a 

very high flame speed, making it vulnerable to explosion [2,3]. Therefore, for 
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the hydrogen economy to become a reality, a hydrogen sensor that can 

quickly detect a hydrogen leak is essential. 

As an ideal hydrogen sensor, various specifications are required [4]. 

(1) Hydrogen measurement range 0.01 - 10 vol% for safety or 1-100 vol% 

for fuel cell. 

(2) Operating environment: 

- Temperature (−30–80 ◦C (safety), 70–150 ◦C (fuel cells)) 

- Pressure (80–110 kPa) 

- Relative humidity (10–98%) 

(3) Reliable accuracy and sensitivity (Uncertainty within 5%) 

(4) Selectivity for hydrogen gas in reducing gases (CO, NO, H2S) 

(5) Fast response time and recovery time (< 1s) 

(6) Low noise and stable signal 

(7) Sufficient lifetime (>5 years) 

(8) Low cost and power consumption 

(9) Small size and simple system  

Currently, major commercial hydrogen sensors are mainly electrical 

sensors such as catalytic sensors, thermal conductivity sensors, 

electrochemical sensors, and resistive sensors. Optical hydrogen sensors are 

competitive candidates for a wide range of applications because of their 

inherent immunity to EMI and their non-explosiveness. Metal hydride-based 

optical hydrogen sensors have been continuously studied because of their fast 
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response speed, high sensitivity, and wide measurement range [8]. However, 

the commonly used thin film-based metal hydride sensor has been limited in 

its use due to its low durability and short lifetime. 

When the thin-film metal becomes a metal hydride, internal stress 

occurs because volume expansion is limited by the clamping effect of the 

substrate [9]. The low durability of the thin film type hydrogen sensor is 

because fatigue failure is induced by the stress generated by volume 

expansion [10]. To overcome this, a hydrogen sensor using nanoparticles 

instead of a thin film has been proposed. Since the optical properties of metal 

nanoparticles can be explained by localized surface plasmon resonance 

(LSPR), the nanoparticle-based optical hydrogen sensor is called an LSPR-

based hydrogen sensor [11-13]. 
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Figure 1.1 Schematic diagram of hydrogen production, storage, distribution, 

and use. 
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Table 1.1 Comparative properties of hydrogen, methane, and gasoline 

(Energy density and combustion) [2,3]. 
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Figure 1.2 Advantages of optical hydrogen sensors compared to electrical 

hydrogen sensors. 
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1.2. History of LSPR based optical hydrogen sensor 

 

In 2007, for the first time, C. Langhammer et al. experimentally 

demonstrated the feasibility of an LSPR-based hydrogen sensor by measuring 

the changes in the plasmonic resonance peak shift and extinction values of Pd 

nanodisks by hydrogen exposure [14]. In 2010, I. Zori´c showed that the 

hydrogen concentration inside Pd nanodisks and nanorings can be measured 

by detecting the variation of LSPR peak and extinction value [15]. In 2012, C. 

Langhammer et al. conducted experiments to optimize the thickness of Pd 

nanorings and reported that the hysteresis was almost disappeared at a wall 

thickness of 20 nm. [16]. N. Strohfeldt et al. demonstrated that the structure 

of CaF2 10 nm / Pd 20 nm / Pt 3 nm improved the stability of the Pd layer 

and reported that the Pd98Ni2 composition had a faster response time than that 

of Pd [17]. In 2019, F. A. A. Nugroho et al. demonstrated that the response 

time and hydrogen selectivity of Pd70Au30 nanodisc arrays can be improved 

by a double protective layer of PTFE and PMMA [18]. 

There have also been studies on LSPR based sensors using materials 

other than Pd. Devika Sil et al. demonstrated for the first time the optical 

measurement of hydrogen using the plasmonic resonance of gold 

nanoparticles [19]. N. Strohfeldt et al. demonstrated a hydrogen sensor using 

yttrium nanorods with a reversible phase change from YH2 to YH3, which 

had a response time of less than 50 seconds at a hydrogen concentration of 5 
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vol% [20]. However, the formation of Y2O3 in this sensor reduces the 

diffusion and permeation of hydrogen and increases the response time. 

Because the LSPR spectral change is sensitive and efficient for 

hydrogen detection, the LSPR-based hydrogen sensor has overall excellent 

sensor characteristics. However, since the fabrication cost of the nanoparticle 

arrays is high, it is a challenge to lower the manufacturing cost and increase 

reproducibility. 
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1.3. Principle of LSPR based optical hydrogen sensor 

 

LSPR is a non-propagating SPR confined to the closed surface of a 

nanoparticle [21]. The collective oscillation of the free electrons within the 

nanoparticles is caused by the electric field of the incident light [22]. Since 

free electrons are confined within the nanoparticles, an enhanced surface 

radiation electric field is generated on the surface of the nanoparticles [23]. 

LSPR is excited when the frequency of incident light coincides with the 

natural frequency of free electrons in the material, and is expressed as: 

 

where 𝜔𝐿𝑆𝑃  is the resonant frequency of localized surface plasmon, 

𝜔𝑃  is the resonant frequency of plasmon, 𝜀𝑑 is the dielectric constant of 

the surrounding medium, N is the number of free electrons in a unit volume, 

and m is the mass of electrons. The LSPR frequency/wavelength is inherently 

dependent on the material, size and shape of the nanoparticle. The resonance 

of the LSP causes strong absorption and scattering, resulting in resonance 

peaks in the absorption, scattering, and extinction spectra. 

The measurement system and operation principle of the LSPR-based 

hydrogen sensor are shown in Figure 1.3. The LSPR measurement system 
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consists of a gas chamber, a light source, and a spectrometer as shown in 

Figure 1.3(a). The optical properties of metal hydrides are different from 

those of metals and the LSPR spectrum shifts accordingly. By recording the 

change of LSPR spectrum with time, a measurement graph can be obtained 

as shown in Figure 1.3(d), and the detection characteristics of the LSPR 

sensor can be obtained by analyzing this graph. 
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Figure 1.3 Measurement system and operation principle of LSPR-based 

hydrogen sensor, (a) LSPR-based sensor measurement system, (b) Pristine 

palladium nanoparticle, (c) Palladium nanoparticle with hydrogen, (d) 

Changes in the LSPR spectrum due to hydrogen absorption, (e) Measuring 

the time-dependent change of the LSPR spectrum. 
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1.4. Major materials for LSPR based optical hydrogen sensor 

 

Palladium has high sensitivity and selectivity to hydrogen, so it is the 

most selected hydrogen sensing material to detect hydrogen at room 

temperature [24]. Palladium can absorb up to 900 times its own volume of 

hydrogen gas [25]. When Pd is changed to PdHx in a hydrogen environment, 

two phases (α phase and β phase) are observed. The difference between the 

α-phase and the β phase is the amount of hydrogen containing, and the β 

phase contains more hydrogen than the α-phase. The lattice constant of 

palladium is 388.9 pm, and the lattice constants of the α-phase and the β 

phase of PdHx are 389.5 pm and 402.5 pm, respectively [26].  The volume 

of the β phase is about 11% larger than that of the α phase [27]. This volume 

expansion can cause the embrittlement effect of palladium to decrease its 

durability. When the hydrogen content of PdHx is less than 3%, only the α 

phase is observed. When the hydrogen content of PdHx is 3% ~ 58%, the 

α+β phase is observed, and in the case of above 58%, only the β phase is 

observed [28,29]. In the concentration region with the α+β phase, a phase 

transition occurs from alpha to beta phase, resulting in hysteresis [15]. 

Hysteresis due to phase transition degrades the measurement accuracy and 

reproducibility of the sensor. When pure palladium is used as a sensor 

material, there is no way to eliminate the hysteresis effect due to the α-β 

phase transition. 
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By alloying palladium with other metals, the effects of embrittlement 

and hysteresis can be mitigated. In previous studies, Palladium was alloyed 

with Ag[30,31], Au[32-35], Ni[36,37] and Y[38] to improve structural 

stability and reduce hysteresis. When tuning alloy composition, sensitivity 

and stability are in a trade-off relationship. In PdAu alloys, the higher the Au 

content, the lower the hysteresis but the lower the optical contrast. There is a 

critical concentration to suppress hysteresis through the alloy, and for PdAu 

alloy, the critical concentration of Au is 17%. The PdAg alloy has a high 

hydrogen permeability and a fast reaction time [39]. However, the 

mechanical strength after hydrogenation is very low enough to cause 

distortion in the data [40]. PdNi alloy is an alloy that has economic 

advantages over other alloys. PdNi alloy has excellent durability and 

sensitivity but exhibits a relatively slow response time. Using the 

composition of the PdAuCu ternary system, a very good reaction time of 0.4 

s at 5 ppm was also shown without surface treatment or promote polymer 

[41]. Attempting to improve the properties of sensors by ternary alloying is 

very challenging, but it is worth trying because it can lead to great property 

improvements. Generally, the best choice will be the PdAu composition. 
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1.5. Fabrication methods for LSPR based optical hydrogen 

sensor 

 

For LSPR to occur, the size of the nanoparticles must be sufficiently 

smaller than the wavelength of the incident light. The LSPR is well observed 

in nanoparticles with diameters less than 200 nm. Methods that can be made 

by patterning these nanoparticles include photolithography, electron beam 

lithography, nanoimpirnt lithography, nanoshpere lithography and nanotip 

indentation lithography. 

Photolithography is a lithography method in which a pattern made on a 

photomask is transferred to a photosensitive polymer on a substrate using 

light, a developed pattern is made, and a desired structure is obtained through 

deposition. Photolithography allows micro-to-nano-scale patterns to be 

fabricated. The resolution of photolithography can be improved to hundreds 

of nanometers using phase-shifting masks [5,42,43]. However, there is a limit 

because expensive equipment and research must be supported to control 

patterns of hundreds of nanometers. 

Electron beam lithography is a lithography method that uses an electron 

beam to make a pattern on a polymer sensitive to exposure of a substrate and 

develops it to make a nanopattern.  Electron beam lithography is a very 

powerful method for fabricating nanometer-scale patterns [6,44]. Electron 

beam lithography has the highest resolution and is the most precise 

lithography method, but expensive equipment and maintenance must be 
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supported, and sufficient research must be done to make a single nanoscale 

pattern. In addition, there is a disadvantage that the throughput is very low, 

and the lithography process is greatly affected by the substrate. 

Nanoimprint lithography is a lithography method that can compensate 

for the low throughput of electron beam lithography and maintain high 

resolution in nanopattern fabrication. The mold used for nanoimprint is 

manufactured by electron beam lithography, and the pattern of the mold can 

be transferred to a polymer for nanoimprint using hot-pressing or UV curing 

to produce a nanopattern [45]. It has been demonstrated that sub-5 nm feature 

sizes are possible using nanoimprint lithography [46]. Nanoimprint 

lithography is the most ideal method for fabricating nanoparticle patterns in 

terms of throughput and resolution. However, in practice, electron beam 

lithography can be used to manufacture a mold of a nano-size pattern, or it 

must be purchased through a related company. Using electron beam 

lithography on its own is also expensive, but even with commercial purchases, 

sub-100nm patterns are expensive and require additional research funding. 

Also, changing the mold is necessary to change the pattern. Therefore, most 

of the funds required for nanoimprint lithography are used to manufacture the 

mold. 

Nanosphere lithography is the most inexpensive lithography method to 

make nanoparticle patterns. In nanosphere lithography, monodisperse 

nanospheres are patterned as a monolayer on a substrate, and patterns are 

fabricated using the nanospheres as a mask, and a nanopattern is produced 
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using this pattern [47]. Although nanosphere lithography has the advantage 

of high throughput, it has a limitation in resolution that it is difficult to 

fabricate nanoparticle patterns of 100 nm or less. If the nanospheres in the 

monolayer are not close-packed, the nanospheres are randomly arranged. For 

this reason, there is also a disadvantage of low reproducibility. 

Nanotip indentation lithography is a method of making a nanoparticle 

array using an AFM tip. A single crystal diamond nanotip is used to make 

holes on the polymer for nanopatterning, and the nanoparticle array is 

fabricated by using this hole pattern. Nanotip indentation lithography has the 

advantage that the size of nanoparticles can be precisely controlled and the 

degree of freedom in substrate selection is high. However, it has the 

disadvantages of low throughput and the need for calibration at each tip. 
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1.6. Purpose and organiztion of this thesis 

 

The purpose of this dissertation is to diversify the manufacturing method 

of nanoparticle array for LSPR-based hydrogen sensor, to propose a method 

to efficiently control the size of nanoparticles, and to improve sensitivity, 

response time, recovery time, and LoD (limit of detection) of hydrogen 

sensors. 

Chapter 2 discusses the fabrication of plasmonic nanoparticle arrays 

through nanoimprint lithography, and the characteristics of various palladium 

gold alloy compositions and the change in the composition of Pd7Au3 

according to various annealing temperatures was investigated. 

Chapter 3 discusses the fabrication of plasmonic nanoparticle arrays via 

nanotip indentation lithography. The change of nanoparticle diameter 

according to process parameters in nanotip indentation lithography was 

investigated. Fabrication of nanoparticle arrays with diameters between 60 

nm and 130 nm through nanotip indentation lithography was demonstrated. 

In addition, the geometric effect on the formation of palladium gold 

composition through nanotip indentation was investigated. 

Chapter 4 discusses the optical and hydrogen sensing properties of the 

fabricated palladium and palladium-gold plasmonic nanoparticle arrays. 

Changes in LSPR spectrum according to various PdAu compositions and 

annealing temperatures were investigated, and changes in LSPR spectra of 

etched Pd nanoparticle arrays and nanoparticle arrays fabricated by nanotip 
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indentation were also investigated. The characteristics of the LSPR-based 

hydrogen sensor according to the palladium-gold composition and the 

annealing temperature were investigated, and the mechanism by which the 

characteristics appeared was explained. 

Finally, the conclusion of this dissertation is presented in Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 2. Fabrication of PdAu nanoparticle 

arrays using nanoimprint lithography 

 

 

2.1. Introduction 

 

Nanoimprint lithography (NIL) is a highly efficient lithography 

technique for performing high-precision, low-cost, high-throughput 

patterning of polymer nanostructures [1]. Nanoimprint lithography uses UV 

curing [2] or thermal compression [3,4] to form nanostructured patterns on 

resist polymers. This chapter deals only with nanoimprint using thermal 

compression. 

The conventional optical plasmonic sensor was manufactured using 

nanosphere lithography method using PS nano beads [5-10]. The advantage 

of this method is that it can manufacture hundreds of nanometers of nanodisk 

inexpensively [11], but it has a disadvantage of being a random pattern and 

poor reproducibility. 

In this chapter, the fabrication of hexagonal nanoparticle arrays using 

nanoimprint lithography to replace conventional nanosphere lithography with 

poor reproducibility was demonstrated. A 5 nm Ti butter layer was used to 

improve the adhesion between the PdAu alloy and the quartz substrate, and 
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the PdAu alloy was used as the active material for the hydrogen sensor. The 

shape and composition of the fabricated nanoparticle array was observed by 

SEM, TEM and EDX, and the change in surface composition according to 

the annealing temperature was analyzed by XPS. In addition, the diffraction 

patterns of various PdAu compositions were analyzed by XRD. 
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2.2. Experimental procedures  

 

2.2.1. Nanoparticle array fabrication procedures using 

nanoimprint lithography 

 

Process flow of a nanoparticle array fabrication using nanoimprint 

lithography was shown in Figure 2.1. For optical hydrogen measurement, a 

quartz substrate (Korea Science) having a size of 2 cm x 2 cm was used. First, 

the quartz substrate was cleaned using acetone and IPA. The 1st polymer 

layer, PMGI SF3, was spin-coated on a quartz substrate at 5,000 rpm for 50 

sec and the substrate was baked on a hot plate at 200°C for 5 min. After 5 

minutes of natural air cooling, the 2nd polymer layer, MR-I 8010r, was spin-

coated on a quartz substrate at 3,000 rpm for 30 sec and the substrate was 

baked on a hot plate at 100°C for 1 min. The nanopattern of nanoimprint 

mold (PTRN 73, Eulitha) was placed on the surface of the substrate on which 

the nanopatterning polymer was deposited. The mold and the substrate were 

thermocompressed at a temperature of 170°C and a pressure of 25 bar for 3 

minutes. After lowering the temperature of the substrate and the mold to 

90°C through air cooling, the substrate and the mold were separated. The 2nd 

polymer layer, MR-I 8010r, was etched under reactive ion etching conditions 

of 70 mtorr, Ar 6sccm, O2 10sccm, and Power 20W to expose the 1st 
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polymer layer. Then, the substrate was wet-etched for 2 seconds using AZ 

MIF 300 developer. After cleaning with DI water and drying the hot plate at 

60°C, Ti/Pd/Au was deposited on the substrate using an e-beam evaporator. 

To lift off the deposited substrate, the substrate was washed with acetone, AZ 

MIF 300 developer, and IPA in that order.  

An annealing process was performed as shown in Fig. 2.2 to alloy with 

the deposited Pd and Au. Annealing was performed at a heating rate of 

5 °C/min up to 100°C and at a heating rate of 1 °C/min up to the maximum 

temperature. The ambient atmosphere was argon containing 4% H2. After 

annealing, the furnace temperature was lowered through air cooling.  

 

2.2.2. Material characterization 

 

The thickness of two spin-coated polymer layers and the height of 

nanoparticles were observed through AFM. In addition, the morphology of 

nanoimprint molds and nanoparticle arrays was observed by SEM. XRD was 

used to analyze the crystallinity changes of various PdAu compositions and 

rocking curve analysis was performed for detailed analysis. XPS was used to 

analyze the surface composition change at various annealing temperatures. 
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Figure 2.1 Process flow of nanoimprint lithography. 
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Figure 2.2 Annealing conditions for PdAu alloys, a) Schematic diagram of 

alloy formation through annealing of multi-layer thin film [12], b) Schematic 

diagram of annealing process. 
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2.3. Results and discussions  

 

2.2.1. Fabrication results of PdAu NP arrays 

 

First, the thickness analysis results of two polymer layers for 

nanoimprint lithography was shown in Figure 2.3. It was observed that the 

1st polymer (PMGI SF3) and the 2nd polymer (MR-I 8010r) were 65 nm and 

95 nm thick, respectively. The SEM image of the nanoimprint mold was 

shown in Figure 2.4. The nanoparticle shape of the mold was closer to an 

ellipse than a perfect circle. The average diameters of the long axis and short 

axis were 147 ± 6 nm and 122 ± 9 nm, respectively. The ratio of the 

short axis to the long axis was 0.83. The height of the mold pattern was 98 

nm and the pitch between nanoparticles was 200 nm. The height 

measurement result of the pattern formed on the surface of the 2nd polymer 

after nanoimprinting was shown in Figure 2.5. Although the height of the 

mold was 98 nm, the depth of the pattern formed on the surface was 

measured to be 65 nm. The thermal compression process was disturbed by air 

trapped between the substrate and the mold [air trap]. So, the depth of 

nanoimprinted pattern was decreased. To expose the surface of the 1st 

polymer (PMGI SF3), it was necessary to etch a thickness of 30 nm or more. 

Thus, the sample was etched to a sufficient thickness of 65 nm. The SEM 

image of the nanoparticle array obtained after all subsequent processes was 
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shown in Figure 2.6. The average diameter of the finished nanoparticles was 

161 ± 7 nm on the long axis and 148 ± 6 nm on the short axis. The ratio 

of the short axis to the long axis was 0.93 and it was analyzed to be closer to 

a circular shape than the nanoimprint mold. Through the SEM image 

measured at x10,000 magnification, it was found that nanoparticles were 

uniformly formed in a wide area. The deposition thicknesses for various 

PdAu compositions were listed in Table 2.1. 
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Figure 2.3 Thickness analysis result of two polymer layer fabricated by spin 

coating, a) 3D AFM image of the step height for two polyer layers, b) Height 

profiles for two polymer layers. 
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Figure 2.4 SEM image of nanoimprint mold a) top-view b) bird eye view. 
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Figure 2.5 Depth profiles for nanoimprinted polymer surface a) 3D AFM 

image and b) depth profile result of patterned polymer layer after 

nanoimprint process. 
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Figure 2.6 Nanoparticle arrays fabricated by nanoimprint lithography, a) 

SEM images with magnification x50,000, b) SEM image with magnification 

x10,000. 
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Table 2.1 Calculated deposition thickness for PdAu Compositions of various 

weight ratio. 
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2.3.2. Characterization of PdAu Nanoparticle Arrays by 

Composition 

 

Figure 2.7 shows an SEM image annealed at 600 °C of particles 

fabricated with the composition shown in Table 2.1. The average diameters 

of Pd nanoparticles and Au nanoparticles were analyzed to be 164 ± 7 nm 

and 154 ± 8 nm, respectively. Also, the average diameter of the 9 samples in 

which the Au content of PdAu increased by 10% was 149 ± 7 nm, 142 ± 9 

nm, 151 ± 8 nm, 145 ± 9 nm, 149 ± 8 nm, 141 ± 11 nm, 143 ± 14 nm, 143 ± 

7 nm and 154 ± 8 nm, respectively. It was observed that the diameter of the 

sample to which Au was added was decreased compared to the Pd only 

composition. This appears to be because the diameter decreases as Au 

diffuses into Pd. It was observed that there was no difference in the 

morphology of the surface of nanoparticles of various compositions. 

The results of XRD analysis for various PdAu compositions were shown 

in Figure 2.8. As a result of 2-theta analysis at 20° to 90°, 111 and 222 peaks 

were observed for various compositions. The detailed observation results for 

the 111 peaks of various PdAu compositions were shown in Figure 2.8b. The 

111 plane peaks of Pd and Au were measured to be 38.178°and 40.108°, 

respectively. It was confirmed that these results are consistent with previous 

results [13]. As the Au mass ratio increased, it was observed that the 111 

peak values decreased constantly, and the 2-theta values of 111 peaks were 
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summarized in Figure 2.8c. By comparing the 2-theta 111 peak value of any 

PdAu composition with the data value in Figure 2.8c, its PdAu composition 

can be inferred. Figure 2.8c summarizes the 111 d-spacing and lattice 

parameters calculated from the 2theta values of the 111 peaks. 
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Figure 2.7 SEM images of various PdAu compositions annealed at 600 °C. 
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Figure 2.8 XRD results of various PdAu composition, a) 2theta results from 

20° to 90°, b) 111 plane peaks of various PdAu composition, c) Table 

summarizing the measured 111 peak, the calculated 111 d-spacing and the 

calculated lattice parameter. 
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2.3.3. Characterization of Pd7Au3 nanoparticle arrays 

according to various annealing temperatures 

 

The characteristics of the Pd7Au3 composition according to various 

annealing temperature were investigated. Nanoimprint lithography was used 

to fabricate nanoparticle arrays with a mass ratio of Pd7Au3. The thickness 

of the metal deposited by the e-beam evaporator was Ti 5 nm / Pd 19.7 nm / 

Au 5.3 nm. To determine the effect of annealing temperature on hydrogen 

measurement performance, samples annealed at 400 °C, 500 °C, 600 °C, 

700 °C and 800 °C were prepared. SEM and AFM images of the Pd7Au3 

composition annealed at various temperatures were shown in Figure 2.9. The 

average heights of the 400 °C, 500 °C, 600 °C, 700 °C and 800 °C samples 

were 28.8 nm, 31.2 nm, 32.3 nm, 41.2 nm, and 44.8 nm, respectively. There 

was no difference in the average height until the annealing temperature was 

600 °C. When the annealing temperature exceeded 700 °C, the shape of the 

particles became uneven, and large grains were found. It was also observed 

that the particle diameter decreased while the particle height increased. It can 

be seen that at an annealing temperature of 700 °C, the Pd and Au elements 

obtained sufficient energy to change the shape of the nanoparticles. 

The results of XRD analysis at various annealing temperatures were 

shown in Figure 2.10. As a result of 2-theta analysis at 20° to 90°, only PdAu 

111 peak and PdAu 222 peak were observed. The results in which only the 
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111 and 222 peaks were observed in the XRD analysis of nanoparticles can 

be confirmed in other papers [10]. The 2-theta values of PdAu 111 and 222 

peaks were analyzed at 39.9° and 86.2°, respectively. The change of the 

PdAu 111 peak according to the annealing temperature was shown in Figure 

2.10b. In addition, to observe the orientation in the in-plane direction, 

rocking curves were measured for various annealing temperature samples, 

and the results are shown in Figure 2.10c. The calculated full-with half-

maximum (FWHM) of the 2-theta and rocking curves were summarized in 

Figure 2.10d. Observing the results of 2-theta, the FWHM value decreases as 

the annealing temperature increases. This is a natural result because as atoms 

move more freely as the temperature rises, the arrangement is in long range 

order, and small grains coalesce to form large grains. On the other hand, 

when observing the results of the rocking curve, it was investigated that the 

FWHM value decreased up to 600 °C. and then increased again at 700°C. 

The cause of this result can be interpreted as a result that the orientation in 

the in-plane direction is rather decreased as the height of the nanoparticles 

increases. 
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Figure 2.9 SEM and AFM images of annealed Pd7Au3 samples at various 

annealing temperatures 
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Figure 2.10 XRD results of various annealing temperature, a) 2theta results 

from 20° to 90°, b) XRD peaks of PdAu 111 plane, c) Rocking curve of 

PdAu 111 plane, d) FWHM of 2-theta and rocking curve of PdAu 111 plane 
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The high-resolution XPS spectrum for various annealing temperatures 

was shown in Figure 2.11. The photoelectron line of Au 4f consist of Au 4f5/2 

and Au 4f7/2. The Pd 3d photoelectron line was more complex than that of Au 

4f. Basically, the photoelectron line of Pd 3d consisted of two peaks, Pd 3d3/2 

and Pd 3d5/2. In the presence of Pd oxidation, two additional peaks were 

observed: PdO 3d5/2 and PdO 3d3/2. Also, when Pd and Au are alloyed, Pd 

3d5/2 and Au 4d5/2 overlap. Therefore, the deconvoluted photoelectron lines of 

Pd 3d consisted of Pd 3d3/2, Pd 3d5/2, PdO PdO 3d3/2, 3d5/2 and Au 4d5/2.  

The binding energy analyzed from the deconvoluted XPS spectra were 

summarized in Table 2.2. The binding energies of Pd 3d5/2(334.1 eV) and Pd 

3d3/2 (339.7 eV) were observed to be slightly decreased compared to those of 

Pd 3d5/2(335.2 eV) and Pd 3d3/2 (340.5 eV) in polycrystalline bulk Pd [14]. 

Also, in the case of gold, the binding energies of Au 3f5/2(86.3 eV) and Au 

3f7/2 (82.6 eV) were observed to be slightly decreased compared to those of 

Pd Au 3f5/2(87.96 eV) and Au 3f7/2 (84.22 eV) in bulk gold [15]. The binding 

energy reduction of Pd 3d peak and Au 4f peka by alloying was consistent 

with the results reported in previous papers [15,16]. The PdO 3d5/2 peak 

located at a binding energy of 336.3 eV was related to palladium oxide, 

confirming that it is a result of PdO [17] rather than PdO2 [18]. On the other 

hand, it was confirmed that the other PdO 3d3/2 peak of 342.1 eV corresponds 

to PdOx whose stoichiometry is not specified [19]. Table 2.2 shows the 

composition of PdAu, and the ratio of oxides obtained from XPS data. The 

calculated atomic percentage of Pd7Au3 was 81.2 to 18.8. At annealing 
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temperatures of 400 °C, 500 °C, 600 °C and 700 °C, the weight composition 

ratio of PdAu was calculated to be 62.7: 37.3, 57.3: 42.7, 59.1: 40.9, 31.3: 

68.7, respectively. It was observed that the Pd content was lower than the 

calculated weight composition of PdAu at all annealing temperatures. In 

general, when vacuum annealing a PdAu alloy, more Au is collected on the 

surface due to the surface segregation effect [20,21]. The surface segregation 

effect can be changed depending on the annealing atmosphere and 

temperature. Hydrogen is known to have the effect of bringing palladium to 

the surface during annealing of PdAu alloys [22-24]. When annealing in 

vacuum, the atomic composition of PdAu is 8:2 in bulk, but the composition 

of the surface is very different, about 3.5:6.5 [21]. However, when the heat 

treatment is performed in an Ar atmosphere containing 4% hydrogen, it can 

be confirmed that the Pd content is higher than this. This means that the 

annealing conditions in Ar atmosphere containing 4% H2 led the Pd atoms to 

the surface. Since Au has a strong tendency to go to the surface with 

increasing temperature, it was confirmed that the Au content increased at an 

annealing temperature of 700 °C. And it was also confirmed that Pd came out 

to the surface under the influence of 4% of hydrogen before the annealing 

temperature of 600 °C. In addition, it was observed that as the annealing 

temperature increased, the oxidation of palladium also increased. The effect 

of surface composition on the hydrogen measurement will be discussed later.  
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Figure 2.11 High-resolution XPS spectra for various annealing temperatures 

of PdAu nanoparticle arrays, a) Au 4f and b) Pd 3d spectra annealed at 

400 °C, c) Au 4f and d) Pd 3d spectra annealed at 500 °C, e) Au 4f and f) Pd 

3d spectra annealed at 600 °C and g) Au 4f and h) Pd 3d spectra annealed at 

700 °C 
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Table 2.2 Binding energy, composition and oxide ratio of PdAu nanoparticle 

arrays analyzed by XPS results  
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The detailed analysis result of Pd7Au3 composition by TEM was shown 

in Figure 2.12. By depositing PMMA as a sacrificial layer on the surface of 

the nanoparticles, a sample was prepared so that TEM analysis could be 

performed smoothly. Several grains in the nanoparticles were identified on 

the TEM image, and it was observed that one nanoparticle was 

polycrystalline. This may be contrary to the XRD data, but in practice it can 

be determined that the intensity of the other plane is not sufficient to measure. 

In other papers [10], only 111 and 222 PdAu peaks were observed in XRD, 

but in EBSED analysis, it was analyzed that there were 2-3 grains in one 

nanoparticle. Also, the grain of nanoparticles was observed through SEAD 

pattern analysis. The zone axis of the analyzed SAED pattern was 101 

direction, and 111 d-spacing could be obtained through this. As a result of 

measuring the d-spacing value of the 111 plane through high resolution TEM, 

it was analyzed as 2.29 Å. There was a difference of about 0.7% from 2.275 

Å calculated as the 111 peak value of XRD. The composition analysis result 

of a single nanoparticle through EDS was shown in Figure 2.12d. Through 

the EDS mapping image of Ti, it can be confirmed that most of the Ti 

elements were located under the nanoparticles. Also, through the EDS 

mapping data of Pd and Au, it can be confirmed that Pd and Au were evenly 

distributed in the nanoparticle. It was found that, in alloying through 

annealing, Pd and Au were alloyed, but Ti remained as a buffer layer. The 
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mass ratio measured by EDS was 68: 32 for Pd: Au, which was very similar 

to the 70:30 mass ratio applied when depositing metals. 
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Figure 2.12 TEM analysis of annealed Pd7Au3 samples, a) TEM images of 

annealed Pd7Au3 samples, b) high-resolution TEM image of annealed 

Pd7Au3 sample, c) SAED pattern of annealed Pd7Au3 sample, d) EDX 

annealed Pd7Au3 sample 
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2.4. Summary 

 

In this chapter, it was demonstrated that the fabrication of a PdAu 

nanoparticle arrays using nanoimprint lithography instead of the 

conventionally used nanosphere lithography for LSPR-based hydrogen 

sensor. Conventional nanosphere lithography has random and low 

reproducibility, whereas nanoimprint lithography enables the iterative and 

efficient fabrication of nanoparticle arrays. XRD data were obtained at a 10% 

composition interval of the fabricated PdAu nanoparticle array, and it is 

likely that an arbitrary PdAu composition can be inferred from this. It was 

confirmed that the surface composition changes according to the annealing 

temperature, and we will investigate how this composition change affects 

hydrogen measurement in Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 3. Study on the fabrication of 

plasmonic nanoparticle arrays using nanotip 

indentation lithography 

 

 

3.1. Introduction 

 

The localized surface plasmon resonance of nanoparticles has different 

properties depending on the shape [1-4], size [5-8], and material [9,10] of the 

nanoparticles. The nanodisk shape of Pd alloy was generally used for LSPR 

based hydrogen sensor, and when the material was determined, characteristic 

change has been observed mainly through the various diameter of nanodisk 

[11-13].  

Nanoimprint lithography has great advantages in terms of high 

throughput and low process cost but changing the diameter of nanoparticles 

requires the use of new nanoimprint mold. For imprint molds with 

nanopatterns of 200 nm or less, they should be fabricated through electron 

beam lithography. A considerable amount of money was required to purchase 

such a nano-patterned mold and additional research costs may be spent for 

patterns of 100 nm or less. Therefore, nanoimprint lithography is 
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economically very inefficient if various sizes have to be adjusted to find the 

optimal conditions. 

When nanodisk patterns of various diameters are required, nanotip 

indentation lithography is a more powerful solution than any other 

lithography method. Nanotip indentation lithography is a lithography method 

that can efficiently adjust the diameter without additional cost to change the 

diameter while requiring as low processing cost as nanoimprint lithography. 

In addition, nanoindentation lithography is relatively easy to process 

compared to electron beam lithography and can control the diameter more 

accurately than nanosphere lithography. 

In this chapter, the fabrication of nanoparticles of various diameters 

using nanotip indentation lithography was demonstrated. In nanoindentation 

lithography, the influence of three factors affecting the diameter of 

nanoparticles (nanotip, reactive ion etching process, and wet etching process) 

was investigated. By optimizing each process, it was demonstrated that the 

diameter of nanoparticles can be changed from 58.6 nm to 132.7 nm through 

nanotip indentation lithography. In addition, three samples were prepared for 

optical hydrogen measurement and the compositional characteristics of the 

prepared samples were analyzed through XRD analysis. 
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3.2. Experimental details  

 

3.2.1. Nanoparticle array fabrication process using nanotip 

indentation lithography 

 

A schematic diagram of the nanotip indentation process in nanotip 

indentation lithography was shown in Figure 3.1. There are five parameters 

that apply to the indentation process (the spring constant of the cantilever (K), 

the deflection sensitivity of the photodetector (S), the measured deflection, 

the deflection, and the applied force) [14-17]. To quantify the indentation 

process, it is necessary to obtain the correlation of the indentation depth 

according to the applied force. The indentation depth can be obtained through 

depth measurement of AFM, and the applied force can be obtained through 

the above-mentioned 4 parameters. The deflection sensitivity of the 

photodetector is built into the AFM unit. After aligning the light reflected 

through the gold mirror on the top of the cantilever to the center of the 

photodetector, the tip is bent during the press-fitting process to change the 

position of the incident light of the photodetector. At this time, measured 

deflection can be obtained from the changed position, and deflection can be 

obtained through deflection sensitivity and measured deflection. Also, the 

applied force can be calculated as the product of the deflection obtained and 

the spring constant of the cantilever. Since the indentation depth can be 

measured by measuring the depth profile after indentation, the indentation 
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process can be quantified by obtaining the applied force and the indentation 

depth. 

Process flow of a nanoparticle array fabrication using nanotip 

indentation lithography was shown in Figure 3.2. First, a 2 cm x 2 cm quartz 

substrate (Korea Science) was cleaned using acetone and IPA. The first 

polymer layer, PMGI SF5 or SF3, was spin-coated on a quartz substrate, and 

the substrate was baked on a hot plate at 200°C for 5 min. After 5 minutes of 

natural air cooling, the 2nd polymer layer, MR-I 8010r, was spin-coated on a 

quartz substrate and the substrate was baked on a hot plate at 100°C for 1 

min. A desired hole pattern was formed on the surface of the 2nd polymer 

through the indentation process using AFM. The AD-40-AS tip, an AFM tip 

used for nanotip indentation lithography, has the specifications of a sharp 

conductive single crystal diamond probe, k = 40 N/m, Length = 225 um, and 

10 nm ROC. The appropriate depth of indentation was determined by 

controlling the applied force, and the coordinates were set to form a 

hexagonal pattern to form a pattern on the 2nd polymer surface. Thereafter, 

the 1st polymer layer was exposed by etching the 2nd polymer layer under 

reactive ion etching conditions of 70 mtorr, Ar 6sccm, O2 10sccm, and Power 

20W. Then, the substrate was wet etched using AZ MIF 300 developer. After 

cleaning with DI water and drying the hot plate at 60°C, Ti/Pd/Au was 

deposited on the substrate using an e-beam evaporator. To lift off the 

deposited substrate, the substrate was washed with acetone, AZ MIF 300 
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developer, and IPA in that order. Afterwards, to make PdAu alloy, annealing 

process was performed at 600°C for 12 hours in an ambient atmosphere 

containing 4% hydrogen in argon.  

Nanotip indentation and nanoimprint lithography have similar processes 

except for making hole patterns. However, while nanoimprint lithography 

only needs to find one optimal condition for one mold, nanotip indentation 

lithography requires optimization because various conditions can exist even 

for making one nanopattern. 

 

3.2.2. Process optimization of nanoparticle fabrication using 

nanotip indentation lithography 

 

To easily generate the desired diameter in nanotip indentation 

lithography, it is necessary to know how each process affects the nanoparticle 

diameter. There are three major processes that affect the diameter of 

nanoparticles. The first is the indentation process, the second is reactive ion 

etching and the last is the wet etching process. To find out the influence of 

each process, the diameter change of the nano hole pattern was observed 

through AFM measurement before and after the process, and how the 

diameter changes according to the process parameters was confirmed. In 

addition, changes with the condition parameters of each process, which are 

not directly related but can have an indirect effect, were also observed. First, 

the thickness of the polymer layer according to the spin coating material and 
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parameters were observed. Second, the power of reactive ion etching and the 

etching rate and surface roughness according to time were observed. Finally, 

the yield of nanoparticles according to the wet etching time was investigated. 
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Figure 3.1 Schematic diagram of indentation process 
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Figure 3.2 Process flow of nanotip indentation lithography 
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3.3. Results and discussions  

 

3.3.1. Control parameters and controlled results of each nano 

indentation lithography process 

 

First, in the spin coating process for stacking the 1st polymer layer and 

the 2nd polymer layer, the thickness of the polymer according to RPM and the 

coating material was confirmed. The RPMs used for spin coating were 2000 

RPM, 3000 RPM, and 5000 RPM. The thickness according to RPM of PMGI 

SF3 for 1st polymer layer was 90.2 nm, 73.4 nm and 61.6 nm, respectively. 

The reason for controlling the thickness of the 1st polymer layer is that the 

thinner the 1st polymer layer should be used as the pitch decreases. The 

thicknesses according to RPM of MR-I 8020r for the 2nd polymer layer were 

210.3 nm, 186.0 nm and 146.0 nm. In the case of 8010r, the thicknesses 

according to RPM were 109.0 nm, 91.0 nm, and 73.6 nm. The reason for 

controlling the thickness of the 2nd polymer layer is that reactive ion etching 

of the 2nd polymer exposes the 1st polymer layer, and the diameter of the 

nanoparticles changes according to the etching thickness. A smooth process 

can only be achieved by selecting an appropriate secondary polymer 

thickness in consideration of the desired diameter size. 
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Figure 3.3 Polymer thickness measurement result according to spin coating 

material and RPM, a) PMGI SF3 for 1st polymer layer and b) MR-I 8010r 

and 8020r for 2nd polymer layer. 
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Second, the relationship between etch rate and surface roughness 

according to the RF power and etching time of reactive ion etching was 

confirmed. For etching, 91.0 nm of SF3 as a 1st polymer and 220 nm of MR-I 

8020r as a 2nd polymer were deposited on a quartz substrate. To obtain the 

etch rate, in the case of RF power of 35 W, the etching depth was measured 

by changing the etching time to 5 sec, 10 sec, 20 sec, 50 sec and 100 sec. In 

the case of RF power of 20W, the etch depth was measured by changing the 

etching time to 10 sec, 20 sec, 40 sec, 100 sec and 120 sec. The etch rates 

measured at RF power of 20 W and 35 W were 1.08 nm/s and 1.97 nm/s, 

respectively. The effect of decreasing the etch rate as the etch time increased 

during the etch process was not observed. Also, the same result was obtained 

when the experiment was conducted by changing the 2nd polymer to MR-I 

8010r. And it was confirmed that the surface roughness is affected more by 

the etch depth than the RF power, and the roughness according to the etch 

depth was shown in Figure 3.4b. Since the surface RMS roughness increases 

as the etching increases, it is judged that this surface roughness can affect the 

hole pattern. Therefore, it seems that setting the etching depth as small as 

possible will soften the shape of the particle edge. 
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Figure 3.4 AFM measurement results of etch depth, etch rate, and surface 

roughness according to etching time and RF power of reactive ion etching, a) 

Etch depth measurement results according to RF power and etching time, b) 

Surface roughness measurement results according to etch depth, c) 3D AFM 

images of the MR-I 8020r surface for various etch depths 
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Third, the relationship between the yield of nanoparticles according to 

wet etching time was investigated. To measure the yield according to the wet 

etching time, PMGI SF5 with a thickness of 215 nm and MR-I 8010r with a 

thickness of 137 nm were deposited on quartz substrates as the 1st and 2nd 

polymers. After making a hole pattern by indentation of 76.6 nm, samples 

were prepared by reactive ion etching of 96 nm. Wet etching was performed 

with various etching times and the yield was checked by SEM after Ti/Au 

deposition. 

In the case of wet etching time of 13 sec, hole patterns were observed in 

the dark field optical microscopy (OM) image, but the yield of nanoparticles 

after metal deposition was 0%. However, in the case of a wet etching time of 

13 seconds, it was observed that a yield of 100% was obtained. This appears 

to be the result of metal peeling off because PMGI polymer of several 

nanometers remained after the wet etching process. Although there is a 

difference of 2 seconds, a yield of 100% was obtained at the wet etching time 

of 15 seconds, so the 0% yield of 13 seconds is evidence of the effect by the 

residual polymer. The yield of nanoparticles was 100% from the wet etching 

time of 15 sec to 28 sec, but it was observed that the yield decreased after 28 

sec. And after the wet etching time of 35 sec, it can be observed that the yield 

of nanoparticle was 0%. The reason that the yield decreases as the wet 

etching time increases is that the 1st polymer is completely wet-etched, and 

the 2nd polymer is not supported, and the polymer pattern is collapsed. The 

reason why the dark field optical microscope image appears even after the 
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polymer pattern collapses is that even when the secondary polymer collapses 

and is attached to the quartz substrate, the hole pattern does not collapse, so 

scattered light is generated at the edge of the hole. Therefore, it is difficult to 

determine collapse only with dark field optical microscopy image, and actual 

yield must be confirmed through metal deposition. Wet etch time is also 

affected by the pitch of the nanoparticles. A tight wet etch time window must 

be established to produce a small pitch nanoparticle array. 
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Figure 3.5 Dark field optical microscopy images at various wet etch times. 
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3.3.2. Factors determining the diameter of nanoparticles in 

nanotip indentation lithography 

 

As mentioned above, there are three factors that directly influence the 

diameter of nanoparticles in nanoindentation lithography. First, the effect of 

the indentation process on the diameter of nanoparticles was investigated. 

Figure 3.6 shows the SEM image and depth profile of the AD-40-AS tip used 

for nanotip indentation lithography. As can be seen from the SEM images 

and tip specifications, the AD-40-AS tip is a very sharp tip, so it can generate 

nanoparticle patterns with a diameter of several tens of nanometers. Figure 

3.6b shows a comparison of the depth profiles when indented with two 

different tips at the same depth. The two different depth profiles are almost 

identical. Although there is a slight difference in the surface, the part used to 

make the nanoparticles is about 40 nm from the deepest point, So the similar 

result can be achieved with other tips by adjusting the indentation conditions. 

For this reason, the tips should be calibrated to achieve similar results for 

each tip.  

Figure 3.7 shows the AFM analysis results of indentation hole pattern. 

As can be seen from the depth profile results for various indentation depths in 

Figure 3.7b, the width increases with increasing indentation depth. Therefore, 

to make nanoparticles as small as several tens of nanometers, it is necessary 

to reduce the indentation depth. As a result of analyzing the indentation depth 

according to the applied force, the indentation depth increases in proportion 
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to the applied force when the polymer thickness is sufficient. However, as the 

polymer thickness decreases, the indentation depth decreases for the same 

applied force. The cause of these results can be understood as the difference 

in modulus between the 2nd polymer layer, MR-I 8010r and MR-I 8020r, and 

the 1st polymer layer, SF3. The modulus of SF3, 8010r, and 8020r were 

about 5 GPa [18], 3.3 GPa, and 2.5 GPa, respectively. Because the polymer 

layers with different modulus were attached to each other, a gradual change 

in modulus occurs at the interface. Since this effect occurs near 20 nm at the 

interface, the durability of the tip may be reduced if indentation is conducted 

at the interface to around 20 nm. Therefore, if indentation is required as thick 

as the 2nd polymer, it is recommended to change the condition as this may 

damage the tip. 
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Figure 3.6 AD-40-AS AFM tip used for nanotip indentation lithography, a) 

SEM images, b) Depth profile of two different tips measured by AFM 
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Figure 3.7 AFM analysis results of indentation hole pattern, a) 3D AFM 

image of single hole pattern, b) Change of depth profile according to 

indentation depth, c) Indentation depth analysis results according to various 

polymer thicknesses and applied forces 
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Second, the effect of reactive ion etching process on the diameter of 

nanoparticles was investigated. Figure 3.8 shows the analysis results for the 

change in opening size before and after reactive ion etching. Samples with a 

first polymer layer 138 nm thick and a second polymer layer 117 nm thick 

were prepared and nanohole patterns with an indentation depth of 114 nm 

were made using AFM. The depth profile result of the nanohole pattern was 

shown in Figure 3.8, and the opening size of 74 nm below the surface was 

measured to be 28.8 nm. The depth profile of the nanohole pattern after 40 

nm reactive ion etching was shown in Figure 3.8b. After etching, the opening 

size of 74 nm below the surface were measured to be 46.1 nm. As a result of 

etching the 40 nm thickness of the 2nd polymer, it was observed that the 

aperture size increased by 17.3 nm. Figure 3.8c shows the measurement 

result of the increase in the opening size according to the etch depth. As the 

etch depth increases, the opening size also increases, but the increase in the 

opening size slightly decreases as the etch depth increases. As the increase in 

opening size ultimately directly affects the nanoparticle size, it is important to 

predict how much the diameter will increase due to reactive ion etching. 
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Figure 3.8 Analysis results for the change in opening size of nanohole 

pattern before and after reactive ion etching using atomic force microscope, a) 

opening size measurement result before etching, b) opening size 

measurement result after etching and, c) Analysis result of increase in 

opening size according to etching depth 
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Third, the effect of wet etching process on the diameter of nanoparticles 

was investigated. Figure 3.9 shows the analysis results for the change in 

opening size before and after wet etching process. Wet etching was 

performed using the same sample previously used for comparison of reactive 

ion etching effects. As a result of wet etching for 15 seconds, it was observed 

that the opening size of 46.1 nm increased slightly to 47.1 nm. When the wet 

etching time was increased to 30 s, the opening size increase was about 4.2 

nm. Therefore, although the wet etching process influences the opening size, 

it was confirmed that the influence was significantly less than that of the 

previous two processes. 
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Figure 3.9 Analysis results for the change in opening size of nanohole 

pattern before and after wet etching using atomic force microscope, a) 

opening size measurement result before wet etching, b) opening size 

measurement result after wet etching and, c) Analysis result of increase in 

opening size according to wet etching time 
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To comprehensively view the above results, samples patterned with 

various indentation depths on 2nd polymers of various thicknesses were 

made and the diameters of the final nanoparticles were analyzed. All samples 

were etched so that the thickness of the secondary polymer was 30 nm to 

expose the primary polymer through reactive ion etching, and the wet etching 

time was fixed at 8 seconds. First, comparing the samples with 2nd polymer 

thicknesses of 149 nm and 109 nm, it can be seen that the indentation depth 

according to the indentation force of the two samples was similar. However, 

the diameter of the finally produced nanoparticles has a difference of about 

20 nm. According to the above results, 40 nm reactive ion etching increased 

the opening size of about 17.3 nm, and it can be confirmed that almost the 

same result was observed. It was also observed that for the same polymer 

thickness, the diameter of the nanoparticles increased by about 2.5 nm when 

the indentation force was increased by 0.8 nN. Therefore, it was shown that 

the diameter of several nanometers can be controlled by adjusting the 

indentation force. In conclusion, it is possible to precisely control the 

diameter of nanoparticles through nanotip indentation lithography by 

comprehensively considering the above three factors. 
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Figure 3.10 Measurement result of a) indentation depth and b) diameter 

according to indentation force for various thicknesses of the 2nd polymer 
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3.3.3. Fabrication results of nanoparticle arrays using nanotip 

indentation lithography 

 

The optimized nanotip indentation lithography process recipes were 

summarized in Table 3.1. Figure 3.11 also shows SEM images of 

nanoparticles fabricated using the optimized process recipe. It has been 

demonstrated that nanoparticles with diameters from 58.6 nm to 132.7 nm 

can be effectively prepared using nanotip indentation lithography. Figure 

3.12 shows the nanoparticle fabrication map for nanotip indentation 

lithography. Through the nanoparticle fabrication map, it is easier to 

determine the conditions for the fabrication of nanoparticles. 

The SEM images and OM images of three large-area samples prepared 

for optical property measurement were shown in Figure 3.13. The first 

sample and the second sample had 46,085 nanoparticles in an area of 60 μm 

in width and 60 μm in length. The diameters of the first and second samples 

were 188.6 nm and 118.8 nm, respectively, and the pitch was 300 nm. 

Nanoparticles were prepared by depositing Ti 5 nm thick, Pd 19.7 nm thick, 

and Au 5.4 nm thick. The third sample had 147,755 nanoparticles in an area 

of 54 µm in width and 54 µm in length. The third sample has a diameter of 

82.2 nm and a pitch of 150 nm. The third sample was difficult to measure due 

to the small particle size, which increased the deposited metal thickness. So, 

Ti 5 nm, Pd 27.9 nm, and Au 7.42 were deposited. All samples were 

annealed for 12 h at 600 °C in an argon atmosphere containing 4% hydrogen. 
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The XRD analysis results of large-area nanoparticle array samples were 

shown in Figure 3.14. As a result of 2theta scan from 20° to 90°, 111 plane 

peaks and 222 plane peaks were observed. The detailed analysis results for 

the 111 plane peak were shown in Figure 3.14b. In the case of the Pd7Au3 

composition fabricated through nanoimprint lithography, the 111 plane peak 

was 39.577°, but in the case of the Pd7Au3 composition fabricated by 

nanotip indentation lithography, the 111 plane peaks were measured at 

39.803°, 39.887° and 39.887°. This shift of the 111-plane peak means a 

change in composition. The composition of the sample made by nanotip 

indentation lithography, and the composition of the sample made by 

nanoimprint lithography are compared as follows. The composition 

corresponding to 39.803° was Pd81Au19, and the composition corresponding 

to 39.887° was Pd87Au13. It was observed that the gold content was lower 

than expected. These results imply that additional geometric considerations 

must be made to match the composition in nanotip indentation lithography. In 

nanoimprint lithography, the edge of the hole pattern is almost vertical, 

whereas in nanotip indentation lithography, there is a slope. This geometrical 

difference determines whether or not metal is deposited on the edge during 

metal deposition. If there is a slope, metal is deposited on the edge, resulting 

in blocking the hole pattern as the metal is deposited. This effect resulted in a 

smaller deposition of gold and a smaller composition than expected. The Ѳ 

value according to the composition obtained through calculation was as 
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follows: The Ѳ value corresponding to the composition of Pd81Au19 was 33°, 

The Ѳ value corresponding to the composition of Pd81Au19 was 26°. It was 

confirmed that geometrical factors have a great influence on alloy 

composition. To achieve the desired composition, metal deposition should be 

performed in consideration of these effects.  
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Table 3.1 The optimized process recipes for nanotip indentation lithography 
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Figure 3.11 SEM images of nanoparticles of various diameters fabricated 

with the optimized process recipes. 
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Figure 3.12 Nanoparticle fabrication map for nanotip indentation lithography 
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Figure 3.13 Large-area nanoparticle array made by nanotip indentation 

lithography for measurement of optical properties, a) array of PdAu 

nanoparticles with a diameter of 188.6 nm and a pitch of 300 nm, Array of 

PdAu nanoparticles with a diameter of 118.8 nm and a pitch of 300 nm, c) 

Array of PdAu nanoparticles with a diameter of 82.2 nm and a pitch of 150 

nm  
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Figure 3.14 XRD measurement result of large-area nanoparticle array, a) 

2Theta-theta scan results from 20° to 90°, b) Detailed analysis of 111 plane 

peak, c) Result of composition analysis according to the position of the 111-

plane peak, d) Schematic diagram of geometric considerations 
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3.4. Summary 

 

In this chapter, we demonstrated the fabrication of nanoparticle arrays 

using nanotip indentation lithography. By optimizing the process of nanotip 

indentation lithography, it was demonstrated that nanoparticles can be 

effectively controlled from 58 nm to 138 nm. In addition, factors that directly 

or indirectly affect the diameter of nanoparticles were investigated, and it was 

confirmed how much the diameter of nanoparticles increased by the factors. 

With the optimized process conditions, large-area samples of 50 µm or more 

could be produced, and more than 140,000 nanoparticles could be 

successfully produced. However, additional geometric considerations were 

required to match the alloy composition of the nanoparticles, and the Ѳ value 

of the sample prepared by indentation of the nanotip was measured to be 

about 26° to 33°. 
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Chapter 4. Study on optical hydrogen 

measurement of PdAu alloy nanoparticle arrays 

 

 

4.1. Introduction 

 

In this chapter, we will discuss the optical properties and hydrogen 

measurement properties of PdAu nanoparticle arrays fabricated by 

nanoimprint lithography and nanoindentation lithography. Firstly, through 

the FDTD simulation, it was showing that the hexagonal pattern has better 

sensitivity than the random pattern. And the shift of the LSPR peak according 

to the various diameters of the Pd nanoparticles was predicted. As for the 

optical properties, the peak of localized surface plasmon resonance, 

transmittance, and extinction were investigated. As for the hydrogen sensing 

properties, response time, recovery time, sensitivity, and limit of detection 

(LoD) were investigated. To predict the trend of the LSPR peak shift, the 

LSPR peak change of Pd nanoparticles was simulated through FDTD 

simulation. The optical properties and hydrogen detection properties 

according to the PdAu alloy composition were analyzed. For the Pd7Au3 

composition, the changes in optical properties and hydrogen sensing 

properties according to the annealing temperature were analyzed. The 

mechanics of changing properties according to the annealing temperature 
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were discussed. Finally, the optimal compositions of PdAu alloy were 

discussed. 

 

4.2. Experimental details  

 

4.2.1. FDTD simulation of Pd nanodisk 

 

FDTD simulations were performed to compare the sensitivities of 

random and hexagonal structures and to investigate the LSPR peak changes 

of Pd nanoparticles. Schematic diagrams of random and hexagonal 

nanoparticle arrays were shown in Figure 4.1. First, the composition of 

nanoparticles was disk-shaped with a height of Ti 5 nm and Pd 25 nm, and 

the substrate was composed of quartz. The random and hexagonal structures 

were shown in Figure 4.1b and Figure 4.1c, respectively. The simulation size 

of the random structure was set to 500 nm in x-axis length, 500 nm in y-axis 

length, and 500 nm in z-axis length. The simulation size of the hexagonal 

structure was set to 346.41 nm in x-axis length, 200 nm in y-axis length, and 

500 nm in z-axis length. The pitch of the hexagonal-structured nanoparticles 

was set to 200 nm. For the boundary conditions of the FDTD simulation, the 

x-axis and y-axis were set as periodic conditions, and z was set as a perfect 

matched layer (PML). The simulation was performed by changing the 

diameter of the nanoparticles from 60 nm to 140 nm at intervals of 10 nm 

under the above conditions. The sensitivity value was obtained by measuring 
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the extinction change at the same wavelength when changing to PdHx after 

obtaining the localized surface plasmon resonance peak value of Pd and the 

extinction value at this time. The n and k values of Pd measured by W.S.M. 

Werner et. al. were used [1]. The n and k values of PdHx measured by K.J. 

Palm et. al. were used [2]. To investigate the change in the LSPR peak of the 

hexagonal structure of Pd nanoparticles, FDTD simulations were performed 

by changing the diameter from 80 nm to 160 nm at intervals of 20 nm. The 

LSPR peak value was obtained using the extinction value at this time. 
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Figure 4.1 Schematic diagram of nanoparticle arrays for FDTD simulations, 

a) the structure of nanoparticles, b) randomly structured nanoparticle array, c) 

hexagonal structured nanoparticle arrays 
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4.2.2. Evaluation of optical properties and hydrogen sensing 

properties of PdAu nanoparticle arrays 

 

The evaluation of optical properties and hydrogen sensing properties 

was performed in the optical hydrogen measurement system. For the optical 

properties, transmittance, extinction, and LSPR peak were measured and 

calculated. The transmittance was set to 100% for the area without particles 

on the substrate with nanoparticles, and the transmittance of nanoparticle 

array was measured when light passed through the nanoparticle area. 

Extinction was obtained by calculating the percentage of light that was not 

transmitted as light passed through the nanoparticle area. Finally, LSPR peak 

values were calculated through Lorentz fitting of the wavelength-dependent 

extinction graph [3,4]. 

Response time, recovery time, sensitivity, and limit of detection were 

measured to evaluate the hydrogen detection properties, and the measurement 

methods were shown in Figure 4.2. First, the response value was obtained 

using the transmittance in vacuum and the transmittance after hydrogen was 

added, and the calculation formula was as follow: 

 

-----------(4.1) 

 

When hydrogen flows in a vacuum, the response value changes to a 

positive value. The time it takes up to change up to 90% of the maximum 
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response value is called response time. The time it takes for the response to 

change from the maximum value to 10% of the maximum value when the 

response falls back to the vacuum state is called the recovery time. A 

schematic diagram of recovery time and response time is shown in Figure 

4.2a. Sensitivity represents the slope in the hydrogen concentration versus 

response graph. It means how much the response value changes at the same 

hydrogen partial pressure, and the larger the sensitivity value, the larger the 

change. The lowest measurable hydrogen concentration is used as the limit of 

detection. A schematic diagram of sensitivity and limit of detection is shown 

in Figure 4.2b. And normal hydrogen measurements and LoD measurements 

were performed at base pressures of 6.0 x 10-2 torr and 6.0 x 10-5 torr, 

respectively. 
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Figure 4.2 Hydrogen sensing properties measurement, a) Schematic diagram 

illustrating response time and recovery time, b) Schematic diagram 

explaining sensitivity and limit of detection 
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4.3. Results and discussions  

 

4.3.1. Comparison of transmittance change between random 

and hexagonal structures 

 

To explain the differences between the random and hexagonal structures, 

the transmittances of Pd and PdHx of each structure were compared. Figure 

4.3a showed simulated transmittance values for random and hexagonal 

structures of 140 nm diameter particles. In the hexagonal structure, it was 

confirmed that the extinction occurred strongly around 400 nm wavelength 

due to localized surface plasmon resonance. In addition, it was investigated 

that the LSPR peak value shifted to blue when Pd was subjected to a phase 

change to PdHx. In the random structure, Pd nanoparticle array showed the 

lowest transmittance due to local surface plasmon resonance at 481 nm 

wavelength, but it was difficult to specify the peak value in PdHx.  

To compare the magnitude of the change in the random and hexagonal 

structures, the difference between the transmittance of Pd and PdHx at the 

wavelength value, which is the LSPR peak of Pd nanoparticles, was 

compared, and the results were shown in Figure 4.3b. As a result of 

performing a simulation of changing the diameter of Pd nanoparticles from 

60 nm to 140 nm for the same hydrogen partial pressure, a larger change was 

observed in the hexagonal structure. This means that the measurement is 

easier because a larger change is led at the same hydrogen partial pressure, 
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and it also means that the limit of detection can be increased. However, a 

limitation of these simulation results is that one random structure cannot 

represent all random structures. Nevertheless, the simulation results are 

meaningful in that there is a section where the hexagonal structure shows a 

larger change in transmittance even when simulated with a different random 

structure. Therefore, through the simulation results, it was confirmed that the 

hexagonal structure showed a greater difference in transmittance at the same 

hydrogen partial pressure, which is expected to further increase the 

sensitivity and limit of detection. 
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Figure 4.3 Comparison of sensitivity between random and hexagonal 

structures, a) Transmittance simulation results of Pd and PdHx in an array of 

140 nm diameter nanoparticles with random and hexagonal structures, b) 

Simulation results of transmittance change according to nanoparticle 

diameter change 
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4.3.2. FDTD simulation results of the LSPR peak shift for Pd 

nanoparticle arrays of various diameter 

 

FDTD simulation was performed to investigate the shift of the LSPR 

peak according to the change in the diameter of Pd nanoparticles. FDTD 

simulation results for Pd nanoparticle arrays of various diameters were shown 

in Figure 5.4. Since the pitch of the nanoparticles was fixed at 200 nm, it was 

observed that the transmittance to the incident light increases as the size of 

the nanoparticles increases. Conversely, in the case of extinction, it was 

found that the extinction value increased as the diameter of nanoparticles 

increased. Also, the change of the LSPR peak value was observed through 

the maximum value of the calculated extinction result. It was confirmed that 

the LSPR peak value decreased from 410.1 nm to 323.8 nm as the diameter 

decreased from 160 nm to 80 nm. As is generally known, it was confirmed 

that the blue shift occurs when the diameter of the nanoparticles decreases [5-

7]. By comparing the FDTD simulation data with the actual measurement 

results, it is used to determine whether the change of the LSPR peak in the 

measurement results is due to the decrease in diameter of nanoparticles. 
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Figure 4.4 FDTD simulation results for Pd nanoparticle arrays of various 

diameter, a) transmittance spectra, b) extinction spectra 
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4.3.3. The optical properties of nanoimprinted PdAu 

nanoparticle arrays 

 

The optical properties of PdAu compositions of various compositions 

fabricated by nanoimprint lithography were investigated. The extinction 

spectra and FDTD simulation results of nanoimprinted Pd and Au 

nanoparticle arrays was shown in Figure 4.5. In the LSPR spectrum of the 

nanoimprinted nanoparticle array, two peaks were observed. Peak1 found 

between 200 nm and 300 nm was observed only in the nanoimprinted sample, 

and the other peak2 was confirmed to be the LSPR peak of the nanoparticle 

array. Peak 1 is estimated to be a peak caused by a change in the quartz 

substrate due to a large pressure applied to the substrate during the 

nanoimprint process. Therefore, the LSPR peak dealt with in this thesis 

means peak2. 

As shown in Figure 4.5, the LSPR peaks of the Pd and Au nanoparticle 

arrays with a hexagonal pattern and a diameter of 160 nm were 441.0 nm and 

603.2 nm, respectively. The LSPR peaks of the 120 nm and 190 nm diameter 

Pd nanoparticle arrays with random structure and nanodisk shape prepared by 

nanosphere lithography were about 514.5 nm and 747.3 nm, respectively [8]. 

The LSPR peaks of the 165 nm diameter Au nanoparticle array with a square 

pattern and a nanodisk shape fabricated by nanoimprint lithography were 

about 856 nm [9]. As a result of arranging nanoparticles in a hexagonal 

pattern, the LSPR peak was blue shifted, and it was confirmed that the peak 
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was significantly sharper than that of a random structure. The FWHM values 

of randomized 190 nm and hexagonal 160 nm Pd nanoparticle arrays were 

695 nm and 366 nm, respectively. When the LSPR peak becomes sharp, the 

change in the LSPR peak can be seen better, so the sensitivity of the sensor 

increases [10,11]. 

Comparing the FDTD simulation value with the actual measured value, 

the differences between the measured LSPR peaks and the simulated LSPR 

peaks for the Pd and Au nanoparticle arrays were 17.5 nm and 52.7 nm, 

respectively. There was a difference of about 4.0% and 8.7% with the 

measured LSPR peak value. Although there is a slight difference from the 

actual value, an approximate value is obtained through FDTD simulation. On 

the other hand, the difference in the extinction value had a big difference 

between the actual measured value and the simulated value. In the case of Pd, 

the actual measured extinction value was 49.8% at the LSPR peak, but the 

simulated extinction value was 85.6%. This was a value corresponding to 172% 

of the actual measured extinction value. In the case of Au, the actual 

measured extinction value was 84.2% at the LSPR peak, but the simulated 

value was 93.8%. Although the difference was smaller than that of Pd, it was 

a value corresponding to 111% of the actual measured value. In conclusion, it 

was confirmed that the LSPR peak value agrees with the simulation, but the 

simulated extinction value was significantly different from the actual value, 

especially in Pd. 
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The extinction spectra and LSPR peak values of PdAu alloys for various 

compositions were shown in Figure 4.6. The diameter, ratio, pitch and LSPR 

peaks for various PdAu compositions were summarized in Figure 4.7. As can 

be seen in Figure 4.7a of the change of the LSPR peak value according to the 

composition of the PdAu alloy, the LSPR peak tends to decrease until the Au 

content reaches 80%, and then increases rapidly after 80%. In other papers, 

the LSPR peak value of the alloy does not simply increase, but decreases and 

then increases, or increases and decreases [12]. As measured in the case of 

the PdAu composition, the LSPR peak value decreases and rapidly increases 

until the Au content reaches 80%, which is a sufficiently reasonable result. 
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Figure 4.5 Measured extinction spectra and simulated results, a) 

nanoimprinted Pd nanoparticle array, b) nanoimprinted Au nanoparticle array  
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Figure 4.6 Measured extinction spectra of nanoimprinted PdAu nanoparticle 

arrays, a) Pd9Au1, b) Pd8Au2, c) Pd7Au3, d) Pd6Au4, e) Pd5Au5, f) 

Pd4Au6, g) Pd3Au7, h) Pd2Au8, i) Pd1Au9 
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Figure 4.7 a) Change of LSPR peak according to Au composition of PdAu 

alloys, b) Summary of diameter, ratio, pitch, LSPR peak for various PdAu 

composition 
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The optical properties of the Pd7Au3 compositions annealed at various 

temperatures were investigated. The measured extinction spectrum and 

transmittance spectrum of Pd7Au3 nanoparticle arrays annealed at 400 °C, 

500 °C, 600 °C and 700 °C were shown in Figure 4.8. The transmittance 

changes according to the phase transition from PdAu to PdAuHx. Measuring 

these changes at various hydrogen concentrations enables optical hydrogen 

measurements, which will be discussed later.  

The change in the LSPR peak obtained from the measured extinction 

data in Figure 4.8 was shown in Figure 4.9a. The LSPR peak value tends to 

decrease slightly as the annealing temperature increases, as the surface 

tension decreases and affinity to the substrate improves [13]. The change in 

the LSPR peak that occurs when changing from 400 °C to 500 °C is for this 

reason. Also, a change from 400° to 500° is understood as a short-range order 

crystal change. At an annealing temperature of 500°C, since the atoms on the 

surface of the nanoparticles are not large enough to move, they are slightly 

changed by diffusion, resulting in a small change in LSPR.  

The reason why the LSPR peak was blue shifted significantly as the 

annealing temperature is changed from 500 °C to 600 °C is the high 

crystallinity and the effect of residual stress reduction. An annealing 

temperature of 600 °C provides sufficient energy to coalesce small particles 

into large particles and has the highest crystallinity index in the in-plane 

direction in the XRD data. On the other hand, the 700 °C annealed sample 

had the smallest FWHM value of 2theta, but it was confirmed that the 
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orientation in the in-plane direction was lowered. An annealing temperature 

of 600 °C appears to lower the residual stress in the crystals, as this is 

sufficient energy to move atoms on the surface of the nanoparticles. For these 

two reasons, the value of the LSPR peak at 600 °C changed significantly. 

Also, the reason the LSPR peak was redshifted at 700 °C was due to a sharp 

increase in the surface Au content. This is because as the annealing 

temperature increased, the tendency of Au atoms to go to the surface became 

stronger than the effect of 4% hydrogen [14-16]. Also, as shown in the FDTD 

simulation result in Figure 4.9c, the high Au content on the surface redshifts 

the LSPR peak. 
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Figure 4.8 Measured extinction and transmission spectra of Pd7Au3 nanoparticle 

arrays for various annealing temperatures, a) extinction and e) transmittance of the 

sample annealed at 400 ℃, b) extinction and f) transmittance of the sample annealed 

at 500 ℃, c) extinction and g) transmittance of the sample annealed at 600 ℃, d) 

extinction and h) transmittance of the sample annealed at 700 ℃ 
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Figure 4.9 a) Change of LSPR peak according to annealing temperature, b) 

Summary of diameter, ratio, pitch, LSPR peak of Pd7Au3 composition for 

various annealing temperature, c) FDTD simulation results with and without 

Au 5 nm added to the surface 
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4.3.4. The optical properties of PdAu nanoparticle arrays 

fabricated by nanotip indentation lithography 

 

The optical properties of the PdAu nanoparticle arrays fabricated by 

nanotip indentation lithography were investigated. Extinction spectrum was 

used to calculate the LSPR peak value according to the nanoparticle diameter. 

The LSPR peak of the sample having a diameter of 182 nm and a pitch of 

300 nm was calculated to be 444.6 nm, the LSPR peak of the sample having 

a diameter of 118.2 nm and a pitch of 300 nm was calculated to be 336.7 nm, 

and finally, the LSPR peak of the sample having a diameter of 82.2 nm and a 

pitch of 150 nm was calculated to be 307.7 nm. Changes in LSPR peak 

values are graphically summarized in Figure 4.11a. When compared with the 

results simulated with an array of Pd nanoparticles, there was a difference in 

absolute values, but it was confirmed that the amount of decrease in the 

LSPR peak value due to the decrease in nanoparticles showed a similar trend. 

This means that only the size reduction acted on the reduction of the LSPR 

peak. When the optical properties of nanoparticles are changed, the trend is 

different from the FDTD simulation results, so the size reduction of 

nanoparticles through nanotip indentation successfully reduced the size of 

nanoparticles without changing the physical properties. The absolute 

transmittance intensity of the nanoparticle array fabricated by nanotip 

indentation lithography was smaller because the particle area was smaller 

than that of nanoimprint lithography. However, it was confirmed that optical 
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hydrogen measurement was possible with an intensity sufficient to observe 

the change in transmittance when the phase transition from PdAu to PdAuHx 

was performed.  
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Figure 4.10 Measured extinction and transmission spectra of PdAu nanoparticle 

arrays fabricated by nanotip indentation lithography, a) extinction and b) 

transmittance of the nanoparticle array with a diameter of 182 nm and a pitch of 300 

nm, c) extinction and d) transmittance of the nanoparticle array with a diameter of 

118.2 nm and a pitch of 300 nm. e) extinction and f) transmittance of the 

nanoparticle array with a diameter of 82.2 nm and a pitch of 150 nm. 
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Figure 4.11 a) LSPR peak change according to the change in the diameter of 

nanoparticles, b) Summary of diameter, pitch, measured LSPR peak and 

simulated LSPR peak 
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4.3.5. The evaluation of optical hydrogen sensing properties 

for various condition of PdAu nanoparticle array 

 

Figure 4.12 shows the results of evaluating the hydrogen sensing 

properties according to the annealing temperature of Pd7Au3 fabricated using 

nanoimprint lithography. By analyzing this result, it was possible to obtain 

response data according to the hydrogen partial pressure of the samples 

annealed at various temperatures. The results were shown in Figure 4.13. In 

general, it is an α-phase dominant region at low hydrogen pressure and β-

phase dominant region at high hydrogen pressure [17,18]. Between these two 

regions, an α+β phase region may exist depending on the conditions [19].  

However, in the case of the α+β phase region, the phase transition cannot be 

predicted, so there is a disadvantage that the reliability of the sensor is 

lowered in this characteristic section [20].  

In the samples at annealing temperatures of 400 °C, 500 °C, and 600 °C, 

it can be clearly seen that the response characteristics according to the 

hydrogen partial pressure are divided into an α-phase dominant region and a 

β-phase dominant region. The result that the hysteresis seen in Pd disappears 

in this Pd7Au3 composition can also be found in other papers [21,22]. On the 

other hand, the α+β phase region was also observed in the sample annealed at 

700°C. The reason why the α+β phase region was rediscovered at 700°C is 

that the crystallographic properties of Pd7Au3 nanoparticles were changed 

due to high-temperature heat treatment. The increase in the percentage of Au 
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on the surface locally lowered the Pd content in the nanoparticles, and the 

α+β phase region was regenerated by the locally changed PdAu content. 

Comparing the magnitude of response according to the annealing 

temperature, the responses of 100% hydrogen concentration were 7.01%, 

1.38%, 1.32% and 5.96% at annealing temperatures of 400°C, 500°C, 600°C 

and 700°C. The 400°C and 700°C samples showed a large response, while 

the 500°C and 600°C samples were relatively small. The sensitivity of the 

sample annealed at 400°C was 0.53 %/torr in the α-phase region and 

5.15 %/torr in theβ-phase region. The sensitivity of the sample annealed at 

500°C was 0.42 %/torr in the α-phase region and 0.14 %/torr in theβ-phase 

region. The sensitivity of the sample annealed at 600°C was 0.35 %/torr in 

the α-phase region and 0.14 %/torr in theβ-phase region. The smaller the 

response magnitude, the smaller the difference in sensitivity between the α-

phase region and the β-phase region. 

Figure 4.14 shows the analysis results of response time and recovery 

time according to hydrogen pressure. The results of comparing the response 

time and recovery time at a hydrogen concentration of 4% are as follows. The 

sample annealed at 400°C was measured to have a response time of 114.6 sec 

and a recovery time of 156.6 sec. The sample annealed at 500°C was 

measured to have a response time of 56.2 sec and a recovery time of 87.0 sec. 

The sample annealed at 600°C was measured to have a response time of 31.9 

sec and a recovery time of 54.0 sec. The sample annealed at 700°C was 

measured to have a response time of 286.6 sec and a recovery time of 141.0 
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sec. It was observed that response time and recovery time showed good 

characteristics in the order of the samples annealed at 600°C, 500°C, 400°C 

and 700°C.  

As a result of analyzing the hydrogen measurement properties according 

to the annealing temperature, it was confirmed that annealing at 600°C 

showed the best characteristics. The reason why the annealing temperature of 

600℃ was able to show the best characteristics is as follows. The highest 

temperature was the annealing temperature, preventing Au from going to the 

surface under the influence of 4% hydrogen. Also, the crystallinity index on 

the XRD was the best. This is because the temperature of 600°C provided 

enough energy to move the atoms on the surface, so that the atoms could be 

arranged in a long-range order, and the residual stress was lowered. 
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Figure 4.12 Optical hydrogen measurement results according to various 

hydrogen contents, a) Nanoimprinted Pd7Au3 nanoparticle array annealed at 

400 °C, b) Nanoimprinted Pd7Au3 nanoparticle array annealed at 500 °C, c) 

Nanoimprinted Pd7Au3 nanoparticle array annealed at 600 °C, d) 

Nanoimprinted Pd7Au3 nanoparticle array annealed at 700 °C. 
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Figure 4.13 Analysis result of response change according to hydrogen partial 

pressure, a) Nanoimprinted Pd7Au3 nanoparticle array annealed at 400 °C, b) 

Nanoimprinted Pd7Au3 nanoparticle array annealed at 500 °C, c) Nanoimprinted 

Pd7Au3 nanoparticle array annealed at 600 °C, d) Nanoimprinted Pd7Au3 

nanoparticle array annealed at 700 °C. 
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Figure 4.14 Analysis result of response time and recovery time according to 

hydrogen pressure, a) Nanoimprinted Pd7Au3 nanoparticle array annealed at 

400 °C, b) Nanoimprinted Pd7Au3 nanoparticle array annealed at 500 °C, c) 

Nanoimprinted Pd7Au3 nanoparticle array annealed at 600 °C, d) 

Nanoimprinted Pd7Au3 nanoparticle array annealed at 700 °C. 
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Next, hydrogen measurement properties for various PdAu compositions 

were investigated. Figure 4.15 shows the results of evaluating the hydrogen 

sensing properties according to various composition of PdAu nanoparticle 

array fabricated by nanoimprint lithography. The PdAu nanoparticle array 

used for the measurements was annealed at 600°C. From the data in Figure 

4.15, the analysis result of the response change according to the hydrogen 

partial pressure was shown in Figure 4.16. The α+β region appears in the 

PdAu alloy until the Au content is 10%. Two regions, α-region and β-phase 

were observed when the Au content in the PdAu alloy was more than 20% As 

the Au content increased, it was observed that the difference in sensitivity 

between the two regions decreased. However, it was observed that the 

difference increased again in the sample with Au content of more than 40%. 

In addition, when the Au content in the PdAu alloy was 50% or more, it 

became difficult to measure hydrogen. As a result of evaluating the sensing 

characteristics for various hydrogen concentrations, it was determined that 

the Pd7Au3 composition was most suitable. 

As a result of analyzing the response time and recovery time according 

to the composition, it was found that the response time and recovery time of 

the Pd nanoparticle array and the Pd7Au3 nanoparticle array were the fastest. 

Figure 4.17 shows the results of analyzing the response time and recovery 

time for Pd and Pd7Au3 nanoparticle arrays. The response time of the Pd 

composition was faster than that of the Pd7Au3 composition, whereas the 
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recovery time of the Pd7Au3 composition was faster than that of Pd 

composition. 

The LoD measurement results of the Pd7Au3 composition was shown in 

Figure 4.18. It was possible to measure up to 144 ppb, and no reaction was 

observed at hydrogen concentrations lower than that. Because LoD 

measurement was performed in vacuum, it shows better properties than 

nitrogen atmosphere. Even with that in mind, 144 ppb was a very good LoD 

property. It was confirmed that the Pd nanoparticle array can also measure up 

to 144 ppb. The reason for showing such good LoD characteristics seems to 

be because the nanoparticles are arranged in a hexagonal structure. Through 

FDTD simulation, when nanoparticles are ordered in a hexagonal pattern, it 

is confirmed that a larger response value is shown at the same hydrogen 

pressure than a random structure, and as a result, good LoD characteristics 

are shown. 

To find a composition more suitable for hydrogen measurement among 

the Pd nanoparticle array and the Pd7Au3 nanoparticle array, various 

comparisons were conducted. Figure 4.19 shows the comparative analysis 

results of the hydrogen measurement properties for the Pd nanoparticle array 

and the Pd7Au3 nanoparticle array. First, the magnitude of response at 100% 

hydrogen concentration was 0.79% for pd nanoparticles and 1.32% for 

Pd7Au3 nanoparticles. The sensitivities of the α-phase and β-phase regions 

were 0.242 %/torr and 0.416 %/torr for the Pd composition, and 0.350 %/torr 

and 0.142 %/torr for the Pd7Au3 composition. The Pd composition and the 
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Pd7Au3 composition showed different characteristics in the β-phase region. 

The Pd composition increased the sensitivity in the β-phase, but the Pd7Au3 

composition decreased the sensitivity. However, considering the difference in 

sensitivity, the Pd7Au3 composition is more advantageous because the 

difference in sensitivity is smaller in the Pd7Au3 composition. In addition, 

although the α+β region disappeared from the Pd7Au3 composition, the α+β 

region still exists in Pd, indicating that the Pd7Au3 composition is more 

advantageous in terms of measurement range. At the hydrogen partial 

pressure of 4%, the response time and recovery time of the Pd composition 

were 29.5 sec and 64.1 sec, and the Pd7Au3 composition was 31.9 sec and 

54.0 sec. The response time of the Pd7Au3 composition was 8% slower than 

that of the Pd composition, but the response time was 18% faster than that of 

the Pd composition. Also, LoD was measured to be 144 ppb for both 

compositions. Overall, the composition of Pd7Au3 does not exist in the α+β 

region, and it can be judged that it is more suitable for a hydrogen sensor by 

showing higher response, appropriate sensitivity, and decent response time. 
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Figure 4.15 Optical hydrogen measurement results according to various 

hydrogen contents, a) Nanoimprinted Pd nanoparticle array, b) 

Nanoimprinted Pd9Au1 nanoparticle array, c) Nanoimprinted Pd8Au2 

nanoparticle array, d) Nanoimprinted Pd7Au3 nanoparticle array, e) 

Nanoimprinted Pd6Au4 nanoparticle array 
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Figure 4.16 Analysis result of response change according to hydrogen partial 

pressure, a) Nanoimprinted Pd nanoparticle array, b) Nanoimprinted Pd9Au1 

nanoparticle array, c) Nanoimprinted Pd8Au2 nanoparticle array, d) 

Nanoimprinted Pd7Au3 nanoparticle array 
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Figure 4.17 Analysis result of response time and recovery time according to 

hydrogen pressure, a) Nanoimprinted Pd nanoparticle array and b) 

Nanoimprinted Pd7Au3 nanoparticle array 
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Figure 4.18 LoD measurement results for Pd7Au3 Nanoparticle Arrays 
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Table 4.1 Comparison of hydrogen sensing properties for Pd nanoparticle 

array and Pd7Au3 nanoparticle array 
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4.4. Summary 

 

In this chapter, the optical properties and hydrogen measurement 

properties of PdAu nanoparticle arrays fabricated by nanoimprint lithography 

and nanoindentation lithography were discussed. The composition of PdAu 

fabricated by nanoimprint lithography and changes in optical properties 

according to annealing temperature were investigated. It was observed that 

the LSPR peak changes depending on the crystallinity and surface 

composition. Nanoparticles of various diameters fabricated by nanotip 

indentation have no difference in tendency when compared with the FDTD 

data. Therefore, although nanoparticles of different diameters were made, it 

was confirmed that there was no difference in optical properties, and that 

there was only a difference according to the change in diameter. As a result 

of evaluating the hydrogen measurement performance of the prepared PdAu 

nanoparticle array, the Pd7Au3 composition was the best. The reason why 

the Pd7Au3 composition showed excellent hydrogen measurement 

characteristics is that it received the effect of high-temperature heat treatment 

most effectively because it was the highest heat treatment temperature that 

could prevent Au from going to the surface in a 4% hydrogen atmosphere. 
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Chapter 5. Conclusion 

 

In this study, the method of making plasmonic nanoparticle arrays 

was diversified and a method of efficiently controlling the diameter of the 

nanoparticle array was proposed. In addition, the hydrogen measurement 

performance of the prepared palladium gold nanoparticle arrays were 

investigated, and the mechainsm was analyzed. 

First, we demonstrated the fabrication of nanoparticles using high-

throughput and high-resolution nanoimprint lithography to replace 

nanosphere lithography, which has low reproducibility and is very difficult 

to pattern. By optimizing the nanoimprint process, nanoparticles with a 

diameter of 160 nm and a pitch of 200 nm could be efficiently fabricated. 

Using nanoimprint lithography, which is easy to repeat manufacturing, the 

properties according to the composition and annealing temperature of the 

PdAu alloy were analyzed. The crystallographic properties according to 

the composition were summarized through XRD analysis, and the 

properties according to the annealing temperature were quantified through 

XRD and XPS. 

Second, nanotip indentation lithography was proposed as a method 

for effectively and precisely fabricating nanoparticle arrays. Factors that 

directly or indirectly affect the nanoparticle diameter were investigated for 

efficient and sophisticated nanoparticle fabrication, and the change in 
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diameter according to the factors was confirmed. Through this study, we 

showed that nanoparticles with a diameter of 58 nm to 138 nm can be 

effectively fabricated using nanotip indentation lithography. In addition, it 

was demonstrated that 147,700 particles of 82 nm in diameter were 

fabricated in the 54 µm x 54 µm m area and can be used as a hydrogen 

sensor. 

Finally, the optical properties and hydrogen measurement 

performance of the fabricated palladium gold nanoparticle array were 

evaluated. Through FDTD simulation, it was possible to effectively predict 

the change in the LSPR peak of nanoparticles. Through the difference 

between the simulation result and the actual measured value, it was 

confirmed whether the change in the LSPR peak was due to the particle 

diameter or whether the optical properties were changed. The change of 

the LSPR peak was traced according to the composition of the PdAu alloy, 

and the cause of the change of the LSPR peak according to the annealing 

temperature in the same composition was investigated. In addition, as a 

result of investigating the hydrogen measurement performance according 

to the composition of the PdAu alloy and the annealing temperature, it was 

confirmed that the Pd7Au3 composition and the annealing temperature of 

600 °C were the optimal conditions.
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국문 초록 

 

기후 변화라는 전지구적 위기에 맞서 탄소 중립의 필요성이 

증가하고 있다. 수소는 탄소중립을 실현하기 위한 자원으로 

각광받고 있다. 또한 수소의 높은 에너지 밀도는 에너지 

자원으로써 가치가 높다. 그러나 수소는 넓은 가연범위와 낮은 

점화에너지 그리고 빠른 화염속도를 가지고 있기 때문에, 수소 

누출은 대규모 폭발로 이어질 수 있다. 수소의 상용화를 위해 수소 

누출을 빠르게 감지할 센서가 반드시 갖추어져야 한다.  

팔라듐은 수소에 대한은 높은 감도와 선택도로 인해 가장 

각광받는 수소 감지 재료이다. 그러나 팔라듐은 히스테리 시스로 

인해 수소 측정 영역이 제한있고, 팔라듐 내의 수소함량이 

높아지면 취화 효과로 인해 기계적 안정성이 떨어지는 단점이 있다. 

이러한 단점을 해결하기 위해 다양한 연구가 진행되고 있으며, 

다른 금속과의 합금화도 그 중 하나이다. 

수소측정 방법 중 대표적인 두가지 방법은 전기적 측정 방법과 

광학적 측정 방법이다. 전기적 측정 방법은 일반적인 측정 

방법으로 센서 제작이 쉽다는 장점이 있지만, 전자파 간섭(EMI)에 

의한 영향과 스파크에 의한 잠재적 폭발 가능성이라는 단점이 

가지고 있다. 반면 광학적 측정 방법은 전자파에 영향을 받지 않고 

측정 방식에 폭발 가능성이 없으며, 매우 작은 활성 물질 

영역에서도 센서로 작동할 수 있기 때문에 작게 센서를 만들 수 

있다는 장점이 있다.  
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이러한 광학적 수소센서 중에서도 국소화 된 표면 플라즈몬 

공명을 이용한 수소 센서는 높은 민감도와 빠른 응답속도로 

각광받는 고성능 수소 센서이다. 이러한 국소화된 표면 플라즈몬 

공명을 이용하기 위해서는 나노 입자의 배열을 제작해야 하는데, 

나노 입자의 배열을 제작하는 방법으로는 전자빔 리소그래피와 

나노구 리소그래피가 있다. 전자빔 리소그래피는 높은 공정 

난이도와 비싼 공정 비용 때문에 쉽게 적용하기 힘든 제작 

방법이다. 반면, 나노구 리소그래피는 낮은 공정 비용과 손쉬운 

제작으로 가장 많이 사용되었지만, 재연성이 떨어지고 구조화된 

나노 입자의 배열을 만드는데 한계가 있었다. 

본 연구에서는 국소화된 표면 플라즈몬 공명 기반의 수소 측정용 

나노 입자의 배열을 효율적으로 제작하는 방법과 제작된 나노 입자 

배열의 광학적 특성 및 수소 측정 특성에 대해 연구하였다. 먼저 

나노임프린트 리소그래피를 이용한 육각형 구조의 나노입자를 

제작하는 방법을 시연하였다. 최적화된 공정을 통해 200 nm 피치의 

육각형 구조를 갖는 160 nm 직경의 나노 입자 배열을 효과적으로 

제작하는 것을 보였였으며, 나노임프린트 리소그래피를 이용하여 

국소화된 표면 플라즈몬 공명 기반의 수소 센서에 적합한 팔라듐-

골드 조성을 파악하기 위해 다양한 조성의 팔라듐-골드 나노 입자 

배열을 제작하고 이의 결정학적 특성과 표면 조성 등을 분석하였다. 

열처리에 의한 합금화 과정에서 열처리 온도에 의해 팔라듐-골드 

나노 입자의 표면 조성이 달라지는 것을 관찰하였고, 600 °C 에서 

열처리하였하는 것이 최적의 열처리 조건임을 확인하였다.  
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그러나 나노임프린트 리소그래피는 나노 입자의 직경 혹은 

패턴을 바꾸기 위해서는 나노임프린트 몰드를 바꾸야 한다는 단점 

있었고, 이러한 단점을 극복하고자 나노팁 인덴테이션 

리소그래피를 통한 나노 입자 배열 제작을 제안하였다. 나노팁 

인덴테이션 리소그래피를 통한 나노 입자 제작은 이전까지는 

SERS 용 나노 입자 제작 등 매우 제한적으로 사용되어져 왔지만, 

본 연구를 통해서 가로 60 um, 세로 60 um 의 대면적 영역에 나노 

입자 배열을 형성할 수 있다는 것을 보였기 때문에 그 쓰임새가 

다양화될 것으로 기대된다. 본 연구에서는 나노팁 인덴테이션 

리소그래피 공정에서 나노 입자 직경에 영향을 주는 3 가지 

요소들에 대해 자세히 조사하였고, 이를 통해 수 나노미터 

간격으로 입자를 조절하여 나노 입자의 직경을 56 nm 에서 132 

nm 까지 효율적으로 조절하는 것을 보였다. 또한 입자의 크기 별로 

최적화된 공정 조건을 논문에 수록하였다.  

마지막으로 나노임프린트 리소그래피와 나노팁 인덴테이션 

리소그래피를 통해 제작된 팔라듐-골드 나노 입자 배열의 광학적 

특성과 수소 측정 성능에 관해 조사하였으며, 다양한 조건의 

팔라듐-골드 나노 입자 배열의 국소화된 표면 플라즈몬 공명 

피크의 이동을 측정하였고, 그 원인에 대해 서술하였다. 또한 

열처리 온도에 따라 국소화된 표면 플라즈몬 공명 피크가 변화하는 

이전에 보고된 피크의 이동보다 큰 이동이 관찰되었고, 이러한 

이동에 이유에 대해 서술하였다. 다양한 팔라듐-골드 조성의 수소 

측정 특성을 분석하였으며, Pd7Au3 조성이 가장 적합한 조성임을 
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확인하였고, 600 °C 에서 합금화 하였을 때 수소 측정 특성이 

향상되는 원인에 대해서 분석하여 서술하였다.   

본 연구를 통해, 나노팁 인덴테이션 리소그래피를 이용한 나노 

입자 제작 방법이 다양한 분야에 사용되어지기를 기대하며, 나노 

입자의 표면 조성 제어를 통해 수소 센서의 성능을 향상시키는 

기술이 발전해 현재의 수소 센서보다 더 나은 수소 센서가 

개발되기를 기대한다.  
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